


STRONGER TOGETHERSTRONGER TOGETHER

BODY ARMOUR SYSTEMSBODY ARMOUR SYSTEMS

SECURITY EQUIPMENTSECURITY EQUIPMENT

TACTICAL CLOTHINGTACTICAL CLOTHING



Mehler Vario System GmbH (MVS)Mehler Vario System GmbH (MVS), , 
based in Fulda, Germany, is a globally activebased in Fulda, Germany, is a globally active
manufacturer of protection and carrying manufacturer of protection and carrying 
systems for police, military as well as special systems for police, military as well as special 
forces and is regarded as the current market forces and is regarded as the current market 
leader in Europe.leader in Europe.

For more than 40 years, the company has 
been manufacturing protective vests, shields, 
ballistic helmets and covers an
extensive range of protective products.

The existing range of products is
complemented by four subsidiaries:

Mehler Law Enforcement GmbHMehler Law Enforcement GmbH in Fulda  in Fulda 
develops and manufactures anti-riot gear, develops and manufactures anti-riot gear, 
combat gloves and tactical equipment.combat gloves and tactical equipment.

With Mehler Engineered Defence GmbHMehler Engineered Defence GmbH in 
Königslutter MVS extends its product
rangeof platform protection for land,
seaborne and airborne vehicles.

Lindnerhof-Taktik GmbHLindnerhof-Taktik GmbH based in Lenggries  based in Lenggries 
has increased the MVS-Group´s capability has increased the MVS-Group´s capability 
to design and produce modular equipment to design and produce modular equipment 
carrying systems, protective vests andcarrying systems, protective vests and
tactical equipment with the focus on high tactical equipment with the focus on high 
quality bags. quality bags. 

Joining forces with UF PROUF PRO in Trzin, Slovenia, 
the company is now able to complete its 
product catalogue to include a complete 
range of tactical clothing.

MANUFACTURING MANUFACTURING COMPANYCOMPANY

PLATFORM & VEHICLE PLATFORM & VEHICLE PROTECTIONPROTECTION

INNOVATIVE CARRYING INNOVATIVE CARRYING SOLUTIONSSOLUTIONS



OUR GOALOUR GOAL



“To optimally equip every police and military“To optimally equip every police and military
operator for his respective mission.”operator for his respective mission.”



OUR TASKOUR TASK



“To develop innovative products with outstanding“To develop innovative products with outstanding
safety features that are designed to last.”safety features that are designed to last.”



OUR FOCUSOUR FOCUS



“As a system provider, we look at every detail“As a system provider, we look at every detail
and function, but always keep the overall system and function, but always keep the overall system 
in mind.”in mind.”





QUALITYQUALITY

As one of the leading companies in the sector,
Mehler sets standards in quality and design. Lasting 

product safety is one of the key goals of our
development, production and quality management. 
All processes are certified according to ISO 9001. 

The manufacturing stages and raw materials used can 
be individually traced for each protective product.

OUR GOALS. . .OUR GOALS. . .



SAFETY SAFETY 

There are no comprises when it comes to the safety 
specifications of our customers. Only when all quality 
specifications are met, a product can advance to the 

next stage of production. The product only reaches the 
customer when it complies with all safety

requirements. This includes, among other things,
the stringent official testing standards in place for 
protective features and audits during and after the 

warranty period.

DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT 

A comprehensive quality assurance concept
accompanies our products throughout all process 
stages.  The in-house test facilities for ballistic and 
stab protection enable the rapid implementation of 

protection requirements in optimised products as well 
as the continuous monitoring of the required guideline 
values. The close contact with users and raw material 
producing industry also provides permanent impulses 

for product improvement.



FULL INTEGRATION FULL INTEGRATION 

From the incoming inspection of raw materials to 
ballistic and stab tests, a fully integrated production 
process takes place in our own production facilities. 

Being it high-performance ceramics, fibre composites 
or adhesive matrix, only the fine tuning of all individual 

components and processing parameters forms an 
efficient protection system. This results in consistent 

monitoring of quality characteristics, short throughput 
times and cost-optimised production.

EXPERIENCEEXPERIENCE

To meet the individual requirements of our customers 
is an essential goal of our development activities. 
Close cooperation with users, coupled with Mehler 

material and process innovations, supports the variety 
of shapes and sizes of the products. 

The individually tailored vests ensure the desired fit 
and excellent wearing comfort. We have more than 

500 different certified protective covers and carriers for 
the protection classes VPAM, NIJ and CAST.



SERVICE SERVICE 

Our range of services is diverse and includes
intensive product consultation, a respected
development partnership and efficient order

processing, up to the individual customisation of our 
protective vests to each individual police officer. 
Based on years of experience and solid product 

knowledge, we see our consulting services as the 
communication of knowledge and support for our 

customers.

. . .YOUR SAFETY!. . .YOUR SAFETY!







For every challenge inFor every challenge in
police servicepolice service

Whether on overt or covert operations, our 
products can assist with the challenges of 
your daily duties. For many years, we have 
worked with our customers and product 
users to develop protective products for 
use in all areas of police operations. This 
enables us to offer a wide range of
innovative products that meet all
requirements. These are available in all 
relevant sizes and colours and can also be 
custom made.

Our product range for the police sector 
use includes ballistic vests that can be 
worn overtly and covertly. These can be 
upgraded with hard ballistics on request. 
The range is complemented with ballistic 
helmets and shields, which complete the 
protective concept.



Highest standards forHighest standards for
special forces on operationsspecial forces on operations

Our expertise in the field of special forces 
is based on years of collaboration with 
users, who are exposed to particularly 
hazardous situations.

In order to meet their requirements, our 
products offer detailed functional
solutions: from special forms for hard and 
soft ballistics to extended protective areas 
with additional modular elements and on 
to full-body protection.

The product range for special forces also 
includes plate carriers, ballistic helmets 
and tactical accessories. 







Safety on military missionsSafety on military missions

The quality of our protective products in 
the military segment is the result of
intensive development and many years of 
experience.

Through cooperation with experienced 
users and being aware of ever-changing 
operational needs, our products are
durable, comfortable and simple to use. 

Our extensive and innovative product
range offers you reliable protection in
critical situations and is characterised by 
high modularity and functionality. It
comprises ballistic combat vests,
equipment vests, plate carriers, fragment 
protection helmets and tactical
accessories.

All products of Mehler Vario System GmbH 
are subject to extensive ballistic testing 
and certification.



MVS is active in over 40 countries 
worldwide and is recognized as an 
innovative par tner.

More than 3.000 dif ferent vest
designs have been developed in 
close cooperation with users and 
are the result  of individual
requirements for protection and 
design as well  as the company´s 
abilit y to constantly evolve.

In recent years Mehler Vario System 
has developed and cer tif ied
more than 500 dif ferent protective 
solutions for sof t  and hard ballistics 
as well  as stab protection. 
Common guidelines such as NIJ, 
CAST and VPAM as well  as customer 
specific protection requirements 
have been implemented.

Many years of know-how in all
process stages enable a fully
integrated production of products 
based consistently on the high
qualit y level “Made in Germany”.

WORLDWIDE SAFETYWORLDWIDE SAFETY
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